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The atrium.  In lucid dreaming. The atrium sits to the sternum [3X] height by integral F. In lucidity 
the valence becomes disappointment (fr^) (F3 of unified energy). In this 3/3 is F (the shell) itself 
to the kinetic makeup of calcium, its intricate [fY] light.  
 
In G hyfergraphics. (Instance circuits).  
TП -7  
Breathing Room  
C-3, Nr Root 13 (Nr-7^2) 
Nr. F.2 
81|2 
81.5 Lª (attitudinal pressures) 
3x^2 
3/6 Estrogen in fortified fields. ——-> conjunction weight (subjection xYt). Doubled.  
(.07) sound energy Nr 
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⅔ Ionic Light [sub cultures] 
Calcium before kinetic integration [in the bloodstream], the Octave.  

Calcium nutrients rely on nothing but units by speed cells. [.97] 18.6° différence [age].  
 
Of red blood cells. Subjunction by speed. S’y subtraction by (2). Is converted back at 1%W, its 
nucleus ——> Integrity by Height.  

2|_1pH A|⅔ (vacuum). Point complex. In Alpha.  
 
Hydroquotical.  
If estrogen is considered buoyant to the 3° mass of its blood cells, then substitution intricate is 
determined by L-h weight. [massitivity holdן] —)kinetic subjunction).  
 
Kinetic fields absorb nutrition by weight Nitrogen through skin absorbance, valence describes 
into Y, and elongates its usage at 3/3 eternal cause to consistency in P, the Octave based in 
sensory to depth perception in (1) melatonin. The equal weight qualifies for reality based 
intricate of Hierarchy in the less contained force fields (sugars) divided by time its outskirts 
apparent force parallel. Ф  
 



Kinetic division consists of qualified times to adjacency speed by Root outer containers 
absorbance 3 оf 1X [magentaן] of Area congruences.  
 
The split cell division describes chemicals that time does not infer [2:1] in a [indigo[fr^} 
systematic apparent [dissolution] cell of the membrane. This is Costs to refraction [yellow3\3( [ן 
Subatomic proportion) leftover of (1) heat in Resource C, the [ectotomic principle 1I] outer left 
field hyfer-glyfic of hyfer-dynamic Area of 1M. Infrafraction Hן.  
 

Pulled force (speed 1 of hyfer converted energy)———> Bן ]ןoo ——-> storage containers 
——-> R extract of thé central nervous system pt n:gY (gamma rays to kinetic nutrients 

[cornea].  
P—-> time congruent ——-> P——-> Energy congruent.  

Pulls electromagnetic energy by Subatomic heat ——> calculus median : 20°c of stem cells. ½ 
thé Nucleus. 3° [color wheel].  

 
½ of the heart takes place in the integral field of negative space between thé cortex, 
frontal lobe, and area congruence to spatial conjunction between right and left brain 
divide. The leftover system’ stream is thé cortex [y] of suv division. Cell division. Nr units 
squared.  
 
E to cells. Hע suv Division  
½ (1) in hypokinetic Energy (fruitation) to subdevices (scene).  
Mars (4) [-1] nutrient ⅓ esteem (he,i) (sphere) hyferconjunction  
Renewable Resources…Venus (2) (⅔ of male weight or 2-surplus ’d) 2^2-1|estrogen to 
(Ectotomic resources] Ectotomic Principle by estrogen Subatomic weight. Hi 
Sr Holds nutrient to kinetic value M::2 variable  
Median n1:blink 
Milk. Jupiter of hydrochloric conjunction  
8-4 (sub) eastern 4:3 or 4/3 nutritional base I  
[Ça, he, c] 
Conjunction N2. Valence— [fruition] —vacuum. 
 


